U.S. Customs and Border Protection, DHS; Treasury
(2) Pages. Except when electronic invoice data are transmitted to CBP
under the provisions of part 143 of this
chapter, if the invoice or invoices filed
with one entry consist of more than
two pages, each page must be numbered consecutively by the importer on
the bottom of the face of each page,
with the page numbering beginning
with No. 1 for the first page of the first
invoice and continuing in a single series of numbers through all the invoices and attachments included in one
entry.
(3) Both invoices and pages. Except
when electronic invoice data are transmitted to CBP under the provisions of
part 143 of this chapter, both the invoice number and the page number
must be shown at the bottom of each
page when applicable. For example, an
entry covering one invoice of one page
and a second invoice of two pages must
be paginated as follows:

is necessary in the appraisement of any
class or kind of merchandise, he shall
so notify the importer, and thereafter
invoices of such merchandise shall contain a verified statement by the manufacturer or producer of computed value
as defined in § 402(e), Tariff Act of 1930,
as amended by the Trade Agreements
Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1401a(e)).
[T.D. 87–89, 52 FR 24445, July 1, 1987]

§ 141.89 Additional information for
certain classes of merchandise.
(a) Invoices for the following classes
of merchandise, classifiable under the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (HTSUS), shall set forth
the additional information specified:
[75–42, 75–239, 78–53, 83–251, 84–149.]
Aluminum and alloys of aluminum classifiable under subheadings 7601.10.60, 7601.20.60,
7601.20.90, or 7602.00.00, HTSUS (T.D. 53092,
55977, 56143)—Statement of the percentages
by weight of any metallic element contained
in the article.
Articles manufactured of textile materials,
Coated or laminated with plastics or rubber,
classifiable in Chapter(s) 39, 40, and 42—Include a description indicating whether the
fabric is coated or laminated on both sides,
on the exterior surface or on the interior
surface.
Bags manufactured of plastic sheeting and
not of a reinforced or laminated construction, classified in Chapter 39 or in heading
4202—Indicate the gauge of the plastic sheeting.
Ball or roller bearings classifiable under subheading 8482.10.50 through 8482.80.00, HTSUS
(T.D. 68–306)—(1) Type of bearing (i.e., whether a ball or roller bearing); (2) If a roller
bearing, whether a spherical, tapered, cylindrical, needled or other type; (3) Whether a
combination bearing (i.e., a bearing containing both ball and roller bearings, etc.);
and (4) If a ball bearing (not including ball
bearing with integral shafts or parts of ball
bearings), whether or not radial, the following: (a) outside diameter of each bearing;
and (b) whether or not a radial bearing (the
definition of radial bearing is, for Customs
purposes, an antifriction bearing primarily
designed to support a load perpendicular to
shaft axis).
Beads (T.D. 50088, 55977)—(1) The length of
the string, if strung; (2) The size of the beads
expressed in millimeters; (3) The material of
which the beads are composed, i.e., ivory,
glass, imitation pearl, etc.
Bed linen and Bedspreads—Statement as to
whether or not the article contains any embroidery, lace, braid, edging, trimming, piping or applique work.

Inv. 1, p. 1.
Inv. 2, p. 2.
Inv. 2, p. 3

(i) Information may be on invoice or attached thereto. Any information required on an invoice by any provision
of this subpart may be set forth either
on the invoice or on an attachment
thereto.
(j) Name of responsible individual. Each
invoice of imported merchandise must
identify by name a responsible employee of the exporter, who has knowledge, or who can readily obtain knowledge, of the transaction.
[T.D. 73–175, 38 FR 17447, July 2, 1973, as
amended by T.D. 79–221, 44 FR 46820, Aug. 9,
1979; T.D. 85–39, 50 FR 9612, Mar. 11, 1985; CBP
Dec. 09–47, 74 FR 69019, Dec. 30, 2009]

§ 141.87 Breakdown on component materials.
Whenever the classification or appraisement of merchandise depends on
the component materials, the invoice
shall set forth a breakdown giving the
value, weight, or other necessary measurement of each component material
in sufficient detail to determine the
correct duties.
wwoods2 on DSK1DXX6B1PROD with CFR

§ 141.89

§ 141.88 Computed value.
When the port director determines
that information as to computed value
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